Abstract. Group communication is a useful abstraction in the development of highly available distributed and communication-oriented applications in wide area networks (WANs). The most important aspects of this abstraction are the dynamic maintenance of group membership and its diverse semantics for interleaving membership change noti cations within the ow of regular messages.
Introduction
is an important abstraction, widely used for distributed and communication-oriented applications. Such applications typically require the coordination of large and dynamic sets of processes at di erent sites. The group communication abstraction is essential for the modular design of groupware and other multi-user applications in such networks. The most important aspects of this abstraction are the maintenance of group membership and the semantics of interleaving membership change noti cations within the ow of regular messages.
Di erent applications utilize group communication for di erent purposes, and hence require di erent semantics from the group membership service they utilize (as explained in BFHR98, CHKD96, Bir96] ). For example, video conferencing applications need a general knowledge of which peers are interested in joining the conference, in order to know where to multicast the video stream, and where to receive it from. Such applications do not require the synchronization of membership change noti cations with regular messages. Other examples are pay-TV and highlyavailable video-on-demand servers ACK + 97].
On the other end of the spectrum, consistent data replication may greatly bene t from strong semantics BJ87, ABCD96, KD96, FLS97, ADMSM94, SM98]. For example, some group communication systems provide virtual synchrony semantics, which synchronize membership noti cations with regular messages and thus simulate a \benign" world in which message delivery is reliable within the set of live processes. This enables synchronization among applications, but is costly: it incurs a delay period in which messages may not be transmitted FvR95] . Therefore, it is not appropriate for applications that require real-time message delivery (e.g., video transmission).
Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) Rod91] groupware and multimedia applications involve di erent services that require di erent Qualities of Service (QoS) and di erent semantics from the group membership which they use, for example, an on-line conferencing application may incorporate multimedia multicast as well as coordination and sharing of consistent information (e.g., a shared white board).
Extensive research is currently being carried out to optimize scalable reliable multicast protocols in order to meet the demands of such applications Car94, FJM + 95, PSK94, PSLB97] . Many of these applications make use of highly dynamic multicast groups. One example is a TV broadcasting service that serves groups of clients that may join or leave at any time. Such protocols often need to be complemented by a membership mechanism that maintains the dynamically changing set of members in each multicast group. However, the design of a scalable membership service for WANs is a challenging task. A typical multicast group over a WAN may consist of a large number of members, which may be geographically far apart. These conditions cause membership to be highly dynamic. A protocol that manages the membership information will be forced to propagate large amounts of membership data across long distances.
In this paper we describe a new architecture for construction of a scalable group membership service for wide area environments. Our membership service provides two di erent service levels and semantics, each geared to di erent applications with di erent needs. In addition, our membership server provides advanced services such as a hierarchical directory of groups and secure group services.
The two di erent service semantics are geared towards di erent kinds of applications: the congress ABDL97, Ank97] membership service provides simple semantics of membership approximation, and the moshe KSDM] service, which extends congress, provides full virtual synchrony semantics. In our design, membership is not maintained by every process, but only by a few dedicated servers. Thus, membership maintenance induces very low overhead when membership changes are infrequent, and the strong semantics required by some parts of the application induce no overhead for those parts which require weaker semantics.
In order to be scalable and e cient, our service minimizes the network tra c required to maintain the dynamic group membership. The saving in network tra c is achieved by using a hierarchy of dedicated servers, which propagate necessary information about multicast groups to clients in the server's area.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the environment model and in Section 3 we describe the system architecture. The basic membership service, congress, is described in Section 4, and the virtually synchronous membership service, moshe, in Section 5. In Section 6 we describe the advanced membership services that we provide. Section 7 concludes the paper.
The environment model
Processes communicate by exchanging messages. There is no bound on message delivery time, hence the system is asynchronous. Processes fail by crashing, and crashed processes may later recover. Live processes are considered correct, crashed processes are faulty.
Communication links may fail. A connected component C is a set of correct processes among which all the communication links are operational, and all the links from processes in C to processes outside C are not operational. The system is equipped with a (possibly unreliable) external failure detector module, which is described in Section 2.2, and reliable fifo communication links, which are described in Section 2.1.
2.1. Reliable fifo links. The communication links between pairs of processes preserve the fifo order, i.e., if process p sends two messages to process q: m 1 and later m 2 , and if q delivers both messages, then these messages are delivered in the order in which they were sent.
Furthermore, while process q does not suspect process p, p's messages are delivered to q without gaps, i. 2.2. Failure detector. Our membership server exploits an external failure detector (FD) module which reports changes in the network topology and in process liveness. We say that a process p suspects a process q if the failure detector module at p reports q as faulty/disconnected. The failure detector may be inaccurate, i.e., it may suspect correct processes. However, we assume that the failure detector is complete, i.e., it eventually suspects every process that has permanently crashed or disconnected.
We assume that the failure detector module operates in conjunction with the underlying communication, so that no messages are ever delivered from a suspected process. In this paper, we do not discuss how the failure detector is implemented. A framework for implementing a failure detector in a WAN is provided in Vog96] . Theoretical aspects of failure detectors are discussed in CT96, DFKM96, DFKM97].
3. The service architecture
Group communication systems introduce the notion of group abstraction, which allows processes to be easily arranged into multicast groups. Each message targeted to the group is delivered to all currently connected and operational group members. Group communication systems typically support reliable group multicast and membership services. The task of the membership service is to maintain a listing of the currently active and connected group members, and to deliver this information to the application whenever it changes.
Our membership service di ers from those of other group communication systems in that it complies with the client-server paradigm (please see Figure 1 ). Processes that communicate with each other are clients of the membership service.
The clients communicate with each other using a multicast transport service, called
MMTS CHKD96] which allows them to multicast messages to all the members of a group. In this section, we describe the overall design of the membership service. The description of the multicast service is beyond the scope of this paper. In Section 3.1 we explain how client and server communicate. The membership server structure is described in Section 3.2. The membership server uses an external failure detector, as described in Section 2.2.
3.1. Client-Server interaction. The membership server interface recognizes the following events:
Create: A request to create a group. Join: A request to join a group. Leave: A request to leave a group. Client Failure: A report of a client failure. Definition 3.1. We say that a process p is a member of a group G in a connected component C, if p is currently in C, p has joined G (i.e., issued a join), and afterwards p has neither crashed nor issued a leave .
The client interface recognizes the following events:
Propose: A report of the beginning of the synchronization phase (see below). View: A report of a new group membership. Server Failure: A report of server failure.
We currently support two options for client-server interaction: The rst option is based on a reliable point-to-point fifo service built directly atop the low-level socket interface. The second option utilizes the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) which is the industrial standard for building client-server applications. Some of the advantages of using CORBA include: simpli ed objectoriented design, network transparency, client-server failure detection, and the possibility of using standard CORBA services (e.g., security, naming and event services).
Within the CORBA framework, objects (i.e., entities consisting of an interface and an implementation) are registered over a virtual software bus, called the Object Request Broker (ORB). Whenever a CORBA application issues a request to a previously registered (possibly remote) object, the ORB locates the object and forwards the request to it. The membership client-server interaction using CORBA is illustrated in Figure 2. For the membership server, an object implementing the Create/Join/Leave interface is registered over the ORB. For the membership client, an object implementing the Propose/View interface is also registered over the ORB. Both objects run in separate threads. Additionally, both objects implement methods for handling client/server failures. Whenever a membership client (server) wishes to invoke some server's (client's) method, it simply makes a regular function call in its address space. All remaining steps (which include: locating the remote object, call parameters marshalling/de-marshalling and message passing) are transparently accomplished by the ORB.
3.2. The membership server. The membership server is designed according to the object-oriented paradigm and written in the Java programming language Now98]. The membership server consists of two objects: the Membership Object-oriented Service for Heterogeneous Environments (moshe) and CONnectionoriented Group-address RESolution Service (congress). The congress substratum accumulates the group membership and failure detection information and disseminates it among the membership servers. congress resides directly on top of a network layer (such as ATM or IP).
moshe extends congress to provide membership services with strong membership and message delivery semantics. Examples of such semantics include virtual synchrony and the ordered delivery of views. In addition, moshe provides some advanced services such as hierarchical and secure group services. In order to synchronize multicast message delivery with membership change events, moshe clients multicast synchronization messages via the MMTS.
Client requests are rst processed by the moshe object. For each client request, this processing includes updating the group hierarchy (if necessary) as well as authorization and/or authentication for secure groups. Then, the request is delegated to the congress object for further dissemination among the other membership servers.
When a change in the membership of some group is reported by congress, moshe checks if the group requires strong semantics. If it doesn't, moshe immediately informs the group members of the new membership. Otherwise, moshe initiates an additional synchronization round at the end of which the view is reported.
congress
Maintenance of a multicast group membership in a WAN environment is a challenge. The membership of the multicast groups may change dynamically and the multicast groups themselves may be created and disposed of on-demand. Failure detection is harder in a WAN environment, and the probability of failures is higher. Thus a protocol for resolving (i.e., mapping a multicast group name into a set of members identi ers) and maintaining the membership of multicast groups geared to the WAN is necessary. congress is such a protocol.
4.1. congress design principles. congress is a protocol for maintaining multicast group membership information. congress operates over point-to-point connections, and is scalable to a WAN. It should be noted that congress is not designed to deal with the actual application data transfer within a multicast group. congress separates the multicast group management from the data transfer issues. Thus, maintenance of multicast group membership does not a ect the QoS provided by the network.
congress' design is based on the following principles:
No ooding: congress does not ood the WAN on every group membership change. This is achieved through careful maintenance of a distributed spanning tree for each of the multicast groups. A single membership change in a multicast group G incurs O(jGj) protocol messages.
Hierarchical design: congress services are provided to applications by hierarchically organized servers. The hierarchical design minimizes the size of the data structures maintained by each server. congress de nes scopes within which group membership information should be propagated in order to conserve network resources.
Robustness: congress is designed to operate in a WAN, where there is a greater possibility that congress servers may temporarily disconnect and later reconnect, due to network failures or network recon guration and re-planning. congress withstands such transient errors by providing a beste ort service. Applications continue to receive the congress services from those servers to which they remain connected. The small amount of data maintained by the servers allows for simple recovery. As was previously noted, a scalable multicast group membership service is very important for multicast oriented applications. congress provides for decentralization, load sharing, and fault tolerance. Incremental Membership Noti cation is a noti cation that re ects a change in the group's membership, due to join, leave, process/communication link failure. Incremental membership noti cations re ect only the di erence between the new membership and the previously reported one. The membership of group G computed by a user is constructed by resolving a group name once, and subsequently applying the incremental membership noti cations as they arrive.
4.3. Overview of the congress architecture. congress services are provided by a set of servers. There are two kinds of congress servers: Local Membership Servers (lmss) and Global Membership Servers (gmss). An lms resides in each host and is a congress front-end for the clients on that host. gmss are organized in a hierarchical structure throughout the network, and may run either on dedicated machines or in routers. gmss A congress domain identi er is the longest common address pre x of the lower level domains which make up a particular domain. The domain identi er of a host-domain is the full address of the lms' host. An example is shown in Figure 3 : Here, one can see that the sample domain 1:1 is comprised of two domains: 1:1:1 and 1:1:2. The domain 1:1:2 is comprised of three host-domains 1:1:2:1, 1:1:2:3 and 1:1:2:4.
In order to avoid ooding the whole network with every membership change in every group, membership noti cations pertaining to a speci c multicast group are propagated using a distributed spanning tree for this group. This spanning tree is a sub-tree of the congress servers hierarchy. The congress servers comprising the sub-tree of a group, are those which have members of this group in their domains. Each server in the congress hierarchy maintains only that part of the spanning tree which consists of its immediate neighbors. The spanning tree is constructed and maintained according to member join/leave requests. In addition, network topology changes and client or server crash/recovery events 1 change the topology of the spanning tree. Obviously, since congress operates in an asynchronous environment, the spanning tree of a group can only be a best-e ort approximation.
The details of the congress algorithm may be found in ABDL96, ABDL97]. 4.4. congress guarantees. In this section, we intuitively describe the properties that congress guarantees w.r.t. the membership information it provides.
Membership updates and replies to resolve requests are propagated by congress and received by its clients in an order that re ects that of the membership events' (or membership changes) occurrence. This enables a client to construct an up-to-date view of the group membership based either upon membership updates or upon resolve replies. The ordering of membership events that congress guarantees is de ned only w.r.t. events that involve a particular host, domain or a client. This guarantee is called per-source chronological ordering of membership events.
Property 4.1 (Per-Source Chronological Ordering of Membership Events). Any two membership events that involve the same source will be reported to every member in the order that they occurred. Note, however, that congress may report membership events (corresponding to di erent sources) in di erent orders at di erent sites. This is illustrated in Example 4.1 below. Agreement on the order of noti cations would require running a synchronization round for each membership change. This synchronization round is performed by moshe for groups that require it, as explained in Section 5.
Example 4.1. Assume that a and b are two members of a group G. Assume further that the membership at both of them is fa; bg. Now, assume that c and d join group G at approximately the same time. Assume also that c is topologically close to a and that d is topologically close to b, as illustrated in gure 4. It is highly probable that a will receive congress' noti cation about c joining G before receiving noti cation about d joining G, and that b will receive the noti cations in the reverse order (i.e., the noti cation about d will be received before the noti cation about c at b). This implies that a will calculate the membership of G rst as fa; bg, then as fa; b; cg and nally as fa; b; c; dg, whereas b will calculate the membership rst as fa; bg, then as fa; b; dg and only then as fa; b; c; dg. Since the network is asynchronous and protocol messages may be delayed, membership information at distinct congress servers may di er at any given time. It has been proven that it is impossible to make strong guarantees regarding the preciseness of the membership derived from noti cations at instable time periods (please see discussion in Section 5.1.1). If, however, the network stabilizes, and no new membership events occur in group G, then eventually all the members of G will have a precise view of the membership in G. This is formulated in the following property:
Property 4.2 (Eventual Preciseness). Let G be a group, and t 0 a point in time s.t. the set of members of G has not changed after time t 0 . Furthermore, assume that after time t 0 all the members of G are in the same connected component, and do not suspect each other. Then there is a time t 1 > t 0 s.t. at time t 1 all the members of G have the same computed membership, which consists of exactly the set of members of G.
Consider, for instance, Example 4.1 above. There, the membership eventually becomes fa; b; c; dg at all the processes.
Two points are worth noting about the above de nition: 1. If there are live members of G in two disjoint network components, then we would like processes in each component to have a computed membership consisting of the set of members of G in the local component. It is easy to see that this requirement is ful lled by any protocol that ful lls Property 4.2. 2. For simplicity's sake, we required in this paper that stability would last forever. In practice, however, the following situation holds: Let t 1 re ect a time by which all the events that occurred before time t 0 have been propagated to all the processes. If the membership of G stabilizes for only a nite time interval t 0 ; t 2 ], s.t. t 2 > t 1 then all the members of G will also have the same computed membership. This membership will consist of exactly the set of members of G during the interval t 1 ; t 2 ].
The stronger guarantees are formulated and proven in Ank97].
Virtually synchronous membership services
Some applications require membership services with only weak semantics, and some require strong semantics. Applications that need to consistently maintain a replicated state (e.g., coherent cache), greatly bene t from virtually synchronous communication and membership semantics. The moshe membership service provides such semantics for groups that explicitly request this service. We call such groups VS groups. The protocol that implements these semantics is the moshe VS membership protocol.
There The servers maintain the membership of clients in groups. The client-server design is a major challenge, since the protocol has to synchronize different entities. Our implementation focuses on minimizing the number of messages sent in order to achieve preciseness, without sacri cing e ciency. In Section 5.2 we describe an overview of the implementation of the membership protocol.
5.1. Semantics of the moshe VS membership protocol. The membership protocol encapsulates membership noti cations in views. A view v is a triple consisting of: the group name, denoted v:G; the group membership (i.e., the list of members), denoted v:M, and a view identi er, denoted v:id. We say that the view v occurs in the group v:G. The view identi er is taken out of some totally ordered set. The key features of the membership provided by moshe for VS groups are: Agreement on the order of views. Synchronization of multicast messages with view reports (virtual synchrony). We elaborate on these features below. 5.1.1. Agreement on views. Agreement on the order of views allows processes that continue together to perceive changes of the membership in the same order. With the congress basic service, two processes that continue together may receive membership noti cations in di erent order, as illustrated in Example 4.1 in Section 4.4. The membership service uses congress incremental membership noti cations in conjunction with a one round agreement protocol, which allows processes that remain connected to receive views in the same order. The moshe VS membership protocol guarantees the following properties:
Property 5.1 (View Identi er Local Monotony). Processes receive view reports in the view identi er order.
Property 5.2 (Self Inclusion). Processes deliver only views of which they are members.
Property 5.3 (Agreement on Views). Let G be a VS group, t 0 a point in time, and S a set of clients. Assume that from time t 0 onwards:
1. All the clients in S are members of G. 2. All the clients in S and their servers are in the same connected component C, and the topology of C does not change. 3. Processes in C do not suspect each other, and every process which is not in C is suspected by every member of C 2 . Then there is a time t 1 > t 0 s.t. all the processes in S incur the same sequence of views in G after time t 1 . Furthermore, if the set of members of G in C is exactly S after time t 0 , then all the members of S eventually deliver the same view v, s.t. v:M = S and do not deliver any further views in G.
As noted in Section 4.4, stability does not have to actually hold forever. It only has to hold \long enough" for the membership protocol to stabilize.
We would like to note that perfectly precise membership services are impossi- In addition, moshe provides the following property for groups that require it: Property 5.7 (View Synchrony). Two processes undergoing the same two consecutive views in a group G deliver the same set of messages in G within the former view.
The moshe VS guarantees are very similar to the Extended Virtual Synchrony semantic described in MAMSA94]. We have removed the causal order, total order, and safe delivery properties from that semantic, in the belief that these are optional properties that one might build on top of this service. There are other group membership speci cations in the literature, such as FvR95], BDM97] and DMS95, VKCD98] . These di er in various details, but have much in common with the semantic that is used here.
5.2. Implementation of the moshe VS membership protocol. In this section we describe an overview of the implementationof the moshe VS membership protocol. The implementation details may be found in KSDM].
The moshe membership algorithm maintains the list of members in each group. The algorithm is invoked in response to requests from clients to join or leave groups, and in response to network events. moshe servers extend congress lmss. moshe uses congress incremental updates to propagate knowledge of network changes and of membership events.
5.2.1. Message ow in moshe. When a client join/leave request or a client failure report is handled by a moshe server, the server invokes a corresponding join/leave request in congress for further dissemination among the other membership servers. Once congress generates a membership noti cation re ecting this event, moshe starts a synchronization round, in order to achieve virtual synchrony and agreement on the view.
The membership server computes a proposed view, as explained in Section 5.2.3 below, and emits proposals re ecting it to all of its clients which are members of the group. The clients echo the proposals in ush messages, which acknowledge their participation in this view. The ush messages are propagated to all the membership servers. The clients also multicast the ush messages to the other members of the S ta r ti n g P o in t ( 1 ) Figure 5 . Events occurring in moshe when process a is joining VS group G.
group in order to synchronize view delivery with the multicast message ow, as explained in Section 5.2.2 below. After the proposals are emitted, we say that the view is pending until ush messages arrive from all of its members. If a new incremental membership notication arrives while the view is pending, then new proposals are sent only to those newly joined clients to whom proposals for this view were not previously sent.
Once the moshe server receives ush messages from all the members of the pending view, it emits a view message to all of its clients (which are members of the group). The clients synchronize the view with the ush messages, as explained in Section 5.2.2 below.
Example 5.1. In Figure 5 we illustrate the events that occur in the protocol when process a is joining group G. Initially, the membership of group G is fb; cg. The protocol is invoked when process a issues its join request.
The join request (denoted by (1) Join(a, G) in Figure 5 ), is propagated using congress. All the moshe servers learn of it via the congress membership noti cation, denoted by (2) MN(a, G) .
Upon receiving this event, the moshe servers generate proposals for a new membership to their clients. In Figure 5 , these are denoted by (3) propose. The clients respond by multicasting (4) ush messages to the servers and clients.
Once the moshe membership server receives ush messages from all the members of the new view, it issues a view message, (denoted by (5) View(G: fa; b; cg)).
5.2.2. Supporting virtual synchrony. Virtual synchrony requires synchronization among the clients: In order to ful ll Properties 5.6 (Synchronous Delivery) and 5.7 (View Synchrony) the clients have to synchronize their multicast messages with membership events. Such synchronization necessarily incurs a delay period in which messages may not be transmitted FvR95] .
The synchronization mechanism is based on the ush messages described above. The purpose of ush messages is to synchronize views with the multicast message ow. Therefore, ush messages are multicast via the MMTS, and serve as place holders which denote where (in the message ow) the previous view ends. After sending a ush message, the clients do not send any new messages until the new view is reported.
Once the moshe membership server receives ush messages from all the members of the new view, it issues a view message. The view also contains a view identi er as explained in Section 5.2.3 below. The clients synchronize the view with the ush messages: Messages that were sent before the ush are delivered in the previous view. Recall that we assume that the MMTS provides fifo multicast services; hence, messages sent before the ush message are delivered before the ush message. This way, every message is delivered in the view in which it was sent. 5.2.3. Computing the proposed view. A proposed view (for a group G) consists of the proposed set of members, a proposed view identi er, and a proposed set of suspects (or leavers).
The membership server computes the initial members and suspects sets of the proposed view by applying the congress incremental membership noti cation to the membership of the current view. When a congress incremental membership noti cation reports that a process is leaving a group 4 , the process is removed from the members set and added to the suspects set. In case a join noti cation arrives, the joiner is added to the members set and the suspects set is empty.
Consider Example 5.1 above: There, the membership of group G was fb; cg and the incremental noti cation reported that a had joined. The proposed set of members is therefore fa; b; cg, and the proposed set of suspects is empty.
The proposed view identi er is computed by incrementing the latest known view identi er by one. For example, if the latest view was < G; fb; cg; 3 >, then the new proposed view is < fa; b; cg; fg; 4 >. The proposed view is sent in the proposal, and echoed in the corresponding ush message.
If a new incremental noti cation arrives while the view is pending, then the pending view is re-computed by aggregating the incremental noti cation to the pending view. When a join noti cation arrives, the joiner is added to the members set unless it is already in the suspects set 5 . New proposals are then sent only to those newly joined clients to whom proposals were not previously sent. This is illustrated by the following example:
Example 5.2. Consider Example 4.1 (illustrated in Figure 4) where two processes, c and d, concurrently try to join group G. Assume that the current view of group G is < G; fa; bg; 3 >. Consider the case in which membership server M 1 rst receives the noti cation that c is joining, and then issues proposals for the view < G; fa; b; cg;fg;4 > to a and c. At the same time, server M 2 receives the noti cation that d is joining, and then issues proposals for the view < G; fa; b; dg; fg; 4 > to b and d.
In the next stage, M 1 receives the noti cation that d is joining, and aggregates it to the pending view, which now becomes < G; fa; b; c; dg;fg;4 >. Server M 1 checks if it has to send new proposals: Since the only new member (d) is not a client of M 1 , no new proposals have to be emitted. Similarly, the aggregated pending view at server M 2 becomes < G; fa; b; c; dg; fg; 4 >, and M 2 does not emit new proposals.
Similarly, if a leave noti cation is received during the synchronization round, the server removes the leaving client from the members set of the pending view, adds it to the suspects set, and no longer waits for a ush message from this client. In order to prevent blocking, the servers should eventually either receive a ush message from every member of the view, or receive a noti cation that the member has failed. This is ful lled since we assume that the failure detector is complete, i.e., eventually suspects every faulty process.
Note that it is possible for a ush message that re ects a congress membership noti cation to arrive before (or even without) the membership noti cation 6 . In such cases, the incremental change re ected in the ush message is also aggregated into the pending view: The suspects set becomes the union of the suspect sets, and the new members set consists of the members of the union of the members sets, except for those who are in the suspects set.
Once ush messages arrive from all the members of the pending view, the server sends the new view to the clients. The view membership is the members set of the pending view, and the view identi er is chosen to be the maximum of the proposed view identi ers among the collected ush messages.
Consider Example 5.2 above: There, the servers wait until they receive ush messages from all four members before they send the new view to their clients. Since all the proposals contain the proposed view identi er 4, this is the view identi er for the new view. Thus, two separate congress incremental membership noti cations are aggregated and re ected in one view: < G; fa; b; c; dg; 4 >.
In case two previously disconnected servers become connected, it is possible that they may send proposals for the same view with di erent view identi ers. This is illustrated in the example below.
Example 5.3. There are two membership servers, M 1 and M 2 , which are disconnected due to a network failure. At M 1 the view of group G is < fa; bg; 3 >, while at M 2 the view is < fc; dg; 5 >. There is a di erence in the view identi ers due to a couple of membership changes that occurred at M 2 's network component while M 1 and M 2 were disconnected. Now, the network failure is mended and all the processes in the system reconnect. M 1 receives a congress membership noti cation that re ects the join of c and d, and M 2 receives a congress membership noti cation that re ects the join of a and b. M 1 emits the proposal < G; fa; b; c; dg;fg;4 > whereas M 2 emits the proposal < G; fa; b; c; dg; fg; 6 >. These proposed views are echoed in the ush messages. Once all the ush messages are collected, both servers report of the view < G; fa; b; c; dg;6 >, since 6 is the maximum view identi er among the collected ush messages. 5.2.4. Recovery from server failures. The moshe service is fault tolerant: If a moshe server crashes, its clients are transparently migrated to another moshe server, and the application program is unaware of this change.
When a client receives a server failure report, it tries to reconnect to an alternative server 7 . The live servers also receive a report of the server's failure via congress. When a live moshe server receives such a report, it waits for the failed server's clients to connect to it during a prede ned time interval, called the reconnection time interval.
After the reconnection time interval is over, the servers exchange among themselves the list of reconnected clients, and issue a leave event for those clients that did not succeed to reconnect. Since the system is asynchronous, it is possible that a client will succeed to reconnect to a server only after the reconnection time interval is over. In this case, when the client reconnects the server noti es it that the reconnect is too late. The client then re-joins all the groups that it was previously a member of.
During the migration period, some messages that were in transit between the client and server may have been lost. We now describe how the protocol recovers from these message losses:
Recovery from a lost proposal or ush message: After the reconnection time interval is over, each server emits proposals for pending views to the reconnected clients. The clients echo these proposals in ush messages as usual. The servers ignore duplicate ush messages, and ignore ush messages which pertain to views that have already been cleared.
Recovery from a lost view report: When a client connects to a new server it emits a join request for each group that corresponds to a pending view (a pending view is one for which the client received a proposal and has not received a view report yet). If the server receives a join request from a client that is included in the group membership, it assumes that the client had lost the view report, and re-sends it.
Recovery from a lost join or leave: The client re-issues join/leave requests for every group that it tried to join/leave but did not receive a proposal reecting this request. In order to keep track of these groups, the client also needs to receive proposals for groups that it is leaving. Such proposals are not echoed in ush messages.
Advanced group membership services
The client-server design of the membership service allows us to support a variety of advanced services without adding complexity to the clients and hence without paying a performance penalty. moshe provides advanced services such as hierarchical organization of groups, secure groups and group policies.
An important innovation of our membership service is the support for hierarchical directory services. moshe maintains a hierarchy of groups: a group may be a sub-group of a parent group. A parent group may contain a number of subgroups. This concept is useful for applications containing a number of logically related groups, e.g., a conferencing application with several discussion groups.
moshe also supports secure group services: It implements authentication and authorization mechanisms that determine when a user is authorized to perform actions in a group, (e.g., create a sub-group for a speci ed group, query which subgroups a group has, or join a group). Furthermore, the membership service may maintain two membership sets for each process group: active members who may provide input in the group, and passive members who receive messages sent to the group but cannot send messages to the group.
Thus, the authentication mechanism allows users to determine policies which restrict the ability of processes to become (active/passive) members of the group. The policies are declared when the group is created. If no policy is declared, then the policies are inherited from the parent group.
More sophisticated policies may be also imposed, e.g., restricting the number of members in a group, or even the properties of the members. For example, a cosmopolitan conference over the Internet may allow only two members from each country to participate in the discussion. If, due to a membership policy, a user's join request may not be currently ful lled but may possibly be ful lled later, moshe allows the user to block until the join will become possible.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a novel membership service, which exploits the client-server paradigm to allow \thin" lightweight clients to bene t from sophisticated membership services.
Our membership service provides two di erent service levels and semantics, geared to di erent applications with di erent needs: the congress membership service which provides simple semantics of membership approximation, and the moshe service which extends it to provide full virtual synchrony semantics for applications that require consistency.
congress minimizes the communication overhead and is therefore scalable and appropriate for WANs. congress uses a logical name space for group addressing and enables maintenance of dynamic multicast groups. The protocol copes with network and host failures, and exploits the network's hierarchical addressing scheme to support world-wide scalability and scoping.
The moshe VS membership protocol provides agreement on membership and strong semantics of message ordering w.r.t. membership changes, namely, virtual synchrony BJ87, FvR95, MAMSA94, VKCD98]. Virtual synchrony requires synchronization among the applications and the membership service. This synchronization greatly facilitates the design of applications that require consistency (e.g., applications with shared data BJ87, ABCD96, KD96, FLS97, ADMSM94]), but is too costly for applications that require real-time message delivery (e.g., video transmission). Therefore, we provide virtually synchronous communication only for groups that explicitly request this service.
We have implemented moshe in Java. Clients may communicate with the moshe server using the standard CORBA interface, or using a TCP/IP socket interface. moshe also provides some advanced services such as a hierarchical directory of groups and secure group membership services. moshe is inherently fault tolerant: In case of a server failure, its clients are transparently migrated to another server.
